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An Established Design 

The concept of prefabrication & modularisation is preva-

lent with engineers, technologists, researchers & strate-

gists in most industries. When a product or process is 

modularised & prefabricated, the elements of its design 

are divided & allocated to modules according to a pre-

scribed architecture or plan. Prefabrication & modularisa-

tion generally: 

 Makes complexity manageable with higher quality 

products with environmental benefits; 

 Enables parallel work improving productivity & 

profitability & 

 Accommodates future uncertainty. 

 

Modularity accommodates uncertainty because the particular elements of a modular design may be 

changed progressively. Within a modular architecture, new module designs may be substituted for older ver-

sions simply & at low cost. Modularity is a financial force that can change the structure of an industry. Con-

structing & exploiting a modular design provides value & shapes organisations. 

 

A modular assembly that has gone through a comprehensive research & development programme which is 

then assembled conforming to the established design; without deviations likely to diminish the performance 

- a Factory Built Assembly [FBA], has incredible benefits, as the assembly is completed & fully tested in a 

controlled environment.  

 

Just like an automobile assembly; research, development, final design, project management, cost control, 

supply chain management, testing & commissioning are all completed before the product is delivered. The 

programme therefore looks very different to a traditional site based construction, with faster timeframes 

from order to deployment as progression is in parallel, not a linear dependent transition. 

 

Computer Design Modularity  

Designing for modularity instigated the computer industry to evolve to its present form. Modularity in com-

puter designs was envisioned by pioneering computer scientists, modular architectures in turn enabled the 

computer industry to evolve to its present form. Organisations no longer design or manufacture whole com-

puter systems; instead, they design & create modules independently of one another, functioning together as 

a measure of larger systems. 

 

These modules include hardware components like computers, microprocessors & disk drives; software com-

ponents like operating systems & application programs; as well as process components like fabrication, as-

sembly, systems integration & testing. 
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From Honeycomb to Rectangle 

The modular concept can be seen with products like Ora-

cle Beehive [1], which covers the three main areas of en-

terprise communication on a single, secure platform, from 

messaging - email, calendar, task management, & address 

book; synchronous collaboration - instant messaging, pres-

ence, audio & web conferencing; & team collaboration - 

team workspaces with document libraries, wikis, team 

calendars & contextual search. This provides the flexibility 

to deploy a portion of the services or all the services.  

Another example of modularity can be appreciated with 

Google & Motorola’s Project Ara [2]. One of the first philos-

ophies was that it should resemble a beehive. 

 

The development of the modules maps a path from honey-

comb to rectangle. The initiative aims to develop an open 

hardware platform for creating highly modular smartphones. The platform will include a structural frame that 

holds smartphone modules of the owner's choice, such as a display, memory, camera, keyboard or an extra 

battery. It would allow users to swap out malfunctioning modules or upgrade individual modules as innova-

tions emerge, providing longer lifetime cycles for the handset & potentially reducing electronic waste. 

 

Project Ara was born out of organic designs & possibilities & the idea could grow & pollinate to the rest of the 

technical world. Suddenly, a beehive doesn’t seem so farfetched. The modular phone is scheduled to hit the 

market in 2015 & will undoubtedly revolutionise the smart phone market 

 

Agility 

In nature, modularity refers to the construction of a cellular organism by joining together standardised units 

to form larger compositions, as for example, the hexagonal cells in a honeycomb. In industrial design, modu-

larity refers to an engineering technique that builds larger systems by combining smaller subsystems. 

 

It is now accepted that data centre infrastructure has evolved far beyond a centralised solution. With cloud 

computing, big data, more data demands & distributed environments, there is a greater than ever need for 

agility. In creating a more flexible data centre solution, organisations are seeing the direct benefits in work-

ing with modular designs. A modular solution takes the best ideas for design, reliability & efficiency, packag-

ing everything into a prefabricated, repeatable & operationally optimised module, having the ability to ex-

pand using efficient contemporary modular technologies such as Oracle Beehive or Project Ara. 
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Supporting Business Needs  

The design landscape of the traditional data centre has justly progressed. Just ten years ago it would have 

been impossible to anticipate what requirements would be necessary for a data centre environment to work 

with cloud computing, big data & enormous user distribution. Data centre engineers were tasked with de-

signing environments which were capable of supporting business needs both now & in the future. 

 

As the adoption of cloud computing architecture increases, the modular approach to data centres offers in-

credible benefits. This translates to a truly agile data centre environment which is capable of scale. As organ-

isations move to adopt more cloud-based distributed technologies, a modular architecture can be there to 

immediately support additional workload & business demands. 

 

Faster & More Adaptable 

In the same way that the modern, application server land-

scape is changing, so is the shell that they live in. The mono-

lithic servers of yesteryear are downsizing & the trend will be a 

focus on increased modularity, as server software must be-

come faster & more adaptable. The future of the application 

server will be less about the server & more about the applica-

tions deployed to them.  

 

Application developers are demanding a more application 

focused landscape. Adoption of technology such as OSGi [3] 

which creates open specifications that enable the modular 

assembly of software built with Java technology, reduces com-

plexity by providing a modular architecture.  

 

 

Component-based Platforms 

A modular component-based platform reduces time-to-market & development costs because it enables inte-

gration of pre-built & pre-tested modules. It reduces maintenance costs & provides aftermarket opportuni-

ties because networks are used to dynamically update or deliver services & applications in the field. 

 

The growth of end user applications, real time services, virtualisation & data storage capacity has empow-

ered organisations to adopt a modular approach, as it provides the capability to equalise the capacity need-

ed to run the business as well as speedy, efficient, flexibility & reconfigurable solutions. This continuous 

adoption is driving the modular approach in every domain, from software, hardware & the built environment, 

these components are consciously adapting into a new ecosystem. 
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A New Ecosystem 

This new ecosystem will see the adoption of the modular 

approach for data centres rapidly increasing. Mar-

kets&Markets [4] forecasts the global modular data centre 

market will grow from £3.89 billion in 2014 to £15.51 

billion by 2019, at a Compound Annual Growth Rate 

[CAGR] of 31.9%. The Telecommunication, IT, Financial & 

Insurance vertical markets are estimated to hold major 

share in the total revenue generated in the market. 

 

The rapidly maturing modular data centre ecosystem will 

enable organisations to realise significant technical & 

business value when properly applied.  

 

This value will originate from the repeatable, pre-

engineered, prefabricated & quality assured set of building blocks that together bring online the necessary 

amount of IT capacity. This modular approach for the manufacture & deployment of a data centre can be 

expected to be rapidly deployed, have lower operating & capital costs & be equipped with higher density & 

energy-savings targets. Component architecture has become an increasingly viable & robust alternative to 

the traditional build. 

 

Independent Research 

Forrester Research [5], an independent technology & market research company publishes the Total Econom-

ic Impact™ [TEI] portfolio to help business market & sell products & services more effectively by credibly 

proving the business value of a solution. The TEI analysis of a generalised data centre facility starting at 

500kW with an annual IT power consumption growth rate of 10%, found that modular built data centres are 

more economical than their traditional counterparts. 

 

There has generally been a lack of clarity when it comes to the comparative cost of traditional & modular 

data centres, but the research according to DCD Intelligence [6] found that the greater density & more effi-

cient use of space, established that modular facilities are able to achieve significantly better Power Usage 

Effectiveness [PUE] compared to traditional data centres in many cases. The research also defined that a 

modular data centre may cost an enterprise 14% less to deploy than building a traditional bricks & mortar 

data centre. 
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Standard Components  

Gartner’s [7] modular data centre solutions analysts concur that modular data centres allow for capital ex-

penditure reduction through the use of standard components & Factory Built Assemblies [FBA], when com-

pared with typical on-site build-out approaches. The analysts saw further benefits with the modular data cen-

tre sanctioning a more phased approach in terms of adding modules & planning/life cycles that can mirror 

the IT equipment itself. For example, five years as opposed to the typical brick-&-mortar ten year plan. Modu-

lar solutions also reduce the time that it takes to bring a functional data centre on line. 

 

Scalability  

Modular solutions have incredibly quick timeframes from 

order to deployment. A standardised solution is manufac-

tured, ordered, customised & delivered to the data centre 

site in a matter of weeks with site construction progressing 

on a parallel programme. 

 

There is a growing consensus in the industry that conven-

tional legacy data centre design will be superseded by 

modular scalable data centre designs. Reduced total cost 

of ownership & deployment time, increased flexibility & 

improved efficiency are all claimed benefits of prefabricat-

ed modular scalable designs. Data centres will be per-

ceived less as a static structure & more as an agile, living 

organism that evolves as the server & storage infrastruc-

ture changes. 

Innovation & Improvement 

Construction industry reports over the years have identified prefabrication & modularisation as opportunities 

for innovation & improvement. Historically, adoption of new technology in the sector has been measured. 

There are many examples where earlier implementation would have seen the sector closely following the 

automotive industry, a sector that spends six times more on research & development. 

Twenty years ago the Latham Report stimulated various industry initiatives, however three years later gov-

ernment action was necessary to compel the industry to make the necessary modifications. The Construc-

tion Task Force [8], chaired by Sir John Egan, a former chief executive of Jaguar Cars, was commissioned to 

evaluate the sector from the clients' perspective, advise on opportunities to improve efficiency, reinforce the 

impetus for change, & to make the industry more responsive.  

The industry has responded however it is still a long way from emulating the automotive industry which uses 

standardisation, modularisation, factory built assembly, along with computer generated modelling. 

When new technology is introduced, such as the extensive use of prefabrication, modularisation & Building 

Information Modelling [BIM] on the Queen’s Terminal [9], the realisation of the benefits have been immense. 

Despite this, widespread acceptance & implementation in the industry has been minimal, partly due to the 

requirement of culture change. 

With BIM compliance for all government projects just over a year away its time for the industry to completely 

embrace this technology & amalgamate it with; standardisation, modularisation & prefabrication techniques. 

Complacency is no longer an option. 
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Flexible & scalable design - With the economies of scale & the benefits of repeatable, standard-

ised modules, it is easy to match demand & scale infrastructure quickly.  Modules can be added when extra 

capacity is required or scaled down when infrastructure becomes obsolete, an optimised approach for 

matching IT needs.  This ability to right-size infrastructure as IT needs grow enables enterprise alignment 

with IT & data centre strategies. The modular approach also provides capacity when needed for urgent pro-

jects or temporary capacity adjustments. 

Capital cost reduction - A major portion of this 

benefit stems from the use of higher-density IT equipment 

requiring less space & consequently less construction. The 

reduction in cost is also realised from the deployment of 

just-in-time capacity instead of overcapacity, as well as 

from savings in customised professional cost, local con-

struction & labour costs. 

 

Time to market - Modular solutions have rapid time 

frames from order to deployment.  As a standardised solu-

tion, modules can be ordered, manufactured, customised 

& delivered to site in a matter of weeks. The approach al-

lows site construction to progress in parallel, instead of a 

linear task dependent, track toward completion. 

 

Efficient - Efficient in design & flexible in nature, adding only the modules you need, resulting in lower 

operational & capital costs. Modules are engineered to maximise efficiency gains in power & cooling. The 

space is used efficiently ensuring precise airflow management. 

 

Capital efficiency - The just-in-time approach enables organisations to support new projects & busi-

nesses with less capital commitment than is required for a traditional data centre. 

A data centre project typically requires substantial money up-front to anticipate forecasted IT needs.  Rapidly 

changing technology in the data centre makes it difficult to justify such a large capital expense for a building 

that must keep pace with technology demands.  A modular solution allows capital to be applied in line with 

changing technology & IT requirements as modules can be built as they are needed. It enables the ability to 

incrementally add capacity to the data centre, therefore improving cash flow. 

 

Operational costs - Optimised maintenance procedures, & reduced depreciation costs per unit of IT 

 

Resource reassignment – Utilisation of the professional team & operator specialist resources are 

redistributed to upfront programme enhancements through the use of a FBA. 

 

Installation workforce - Deploying a fully integrated solution will reduce labour cost if the integration 

tasks are performed in a factory environment rather than relying on local labour.  
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Risk reduction - Installing a fully integrated modular 

solution will reduce the risk associated with performing 

integration activities in an operational data centre. A high-

er level of quality through a factory built assembly will en-

sure site based issues are minimised. A traditional build is 

a prototype, whereas every modular FBA is an engineered 

product & all additional units are repeats. 

 

A short time on site combined with the manufactured ap-

proach, delivers a reduction in the risk of Lost Time Inju-

ries (LTI’s) & reducing the risk of common physical & me-

chanical based hazards onsite during construction. 

 

Reduced errors -  The reduction of errors & the need 

for problem resolution during installation because the 

work can be executed & tested in a repeatable, manufactured manner by personnel who are experts in work-

ing within the modular structure. 

 

Commissioning - As an engineered, standardised solution, the data centre module can be efficiently 

tested & commissioned in the factory with reduced site involvement. Factory Acceptance Testing (FAT), be-

fore deployment, means the customer has confidence knowing the system is operational before deployment. 

 

Training & Spares – As the modular approach uses the same components, the training requirement 

is simpler & through familiarity operational use is far more efficient. By default less spares are required on a 

productised component. 

 

Data Centre Infrastructure Management [DCIM] - A modular approach will take ad-

vantage of the engineering & integration built into the system providing the operator visibility into every as-

pect of the IT equipment, infrastructure, environmental conditions & security of the system. 
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